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“That’s when I got confused! After the destruction of the Human Snake Organization, I was the only one 

who knew about that shipment, and that’s when I got greedy …… 

With this shipment, at my age, I would no longer have to go out to sea to transport goods in the crisis-

ridden seas, and I could live a life of luxury, without having to sell my life to those hypocritical envoys! 

But I knew that you would trace the shipment thoroughly, so I thought I would transport the goods in 

batches to Block 4, the most economically developed area of the Isle of the Dead. 

I then approached Shen Feng, the president of the Chamber of Conscientious People, and negotiated 

with him beforehand to put the goods under the name of the Chamber of Conscientious People by way 

of an auction and purchase. 

After all, I was an outsider and it would be very difficult for me to transport the goods on my own. 

If it belongs to the Chamber of Commerce, I can use their private routes to transport the goods to the 

outside world and transport this huge fortune without a trace.” 

Lin Mo couldn’t help but give the captain a round of applause. 

“What a good plan! No wonder I didn’t find the slightest clue about this shipment of supplies after I 

killed the Human Snake envoy, it turns out that there was a mole in the Hongmen!” 

The captain knelt silently, not daring to move a muscle. 

“You actually used me!” Shen Feng looked at the captain angrily. 

“You don’t have to resent me either, if you weren’t the chairman, I wouldn’t be working with someone 

as stupid as you on a big deal, besides, the benefits I gave you weren’t exactly small!” 

“Shut up.” Lin Mo was a little impatient. 

“Hall Master, I shouldn’t be greedy, you should kill me.” The captain said in horror. 

“Did you just say, hypocritical envoy?” Lin Mo slowed his tone down. 

The captain thought to himself, “I’m going to die anyway, so why not pull them all out and bury them 

with me? Even if the Hall Master doesn’t ask himself, later on, with the Hall Master’s ability, he won’t be 

able to hide anything back at Guangde Hall! 

Maybe if they told the truth, they could still get away with it. 

“Of the 18 envoys of the Hongmen, at least eight of them have a black history of corruption, only that 

everyone is afraid of their combined strength and dare not tell the Sect Master and the senior 

management of the six halls about it. 



They usually act like they are moral, but behind the scenes they are staring at the supplies of the various 

top echelons, and this time, they have been coveting the supplies of Guangde Hall for a long time. 

It’s just that they have understood your strength and none of them dare to make any rash moves. Even 

……” 

“Even what?” Lin Mo’s eyes were filled with a chill. 

“Even when they knew I was going to transport Guangde Hall’s supplies, they secretly talked to me, they 

said that you are now a …… bare-bones commander of Guangde Hall, there is no use asking for so much 

supplies. 

If it is said that this batch of supplies really met with any accidents on the way, why not just go along 

with it ……” 

“A bunch of scum!” 

How could Lin Mo not expect that the Hongmen he trusted so much would actually come out with so 

many insiders? 

When you see a C*ckroach in your house, it means that there are already tens of thousands of them 

crawling around in the shadows! 

The purpose of this is very clear, they don’t see Lin Mo, to be more precise they are jealous, so they 

would rather let these supplies be robbed by foreign forces than fall into Lin Mo’s hands! 

The purpose was to isolate Lin Mo, and also to make him financially powerless, resulting in his inability 

to gather talents to work for him at Guangde Hall. 

“Hall Master, I’ve confessed everything I should or shouldn’t say, so please be noble and spare my 

worthless old life for the sake of my age.” 

“Of course you don’t have to die, I have a use for it.” 

Upon hearing this, the captain hurriedly gave Lin Mo a kowtow. 

“As for you, go back to Block 13 yourself and collect your punishment from Captain Qinmen, just say on 

my behalf that the supplies have been found, bother to worry about them. 

If you dare to say one more word about anything else, I can still take your life even if I am not in Block 

13.” 

Shen Feng kowtowed repeatedly in response, “I don’t know anything, I only know that Mr. Molin’s 

supplies have been found.” 

Lin Mo nodded his head. 
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Lin Mo told the captain to bring all the wealth of the ancient castle to the dock, indicating that he was 

going back to Da Qiu United Province to clean up. 



“Never, Hall Master!” The captain of the ship hastily blocked it. 

“Why? Do we continue to let them continue to decay?” 

“It’s not like you don’t know the 18 envoys of the Hongmen well, their sphere of influence is extremely 

large, you simply can’t figure out where they are coming from. 

Besides, the area around Da Qu Lian Province is even poorer and the people are tougher, and although 

the local forces are under the jurisdiction of the Chinese Martial Alliance, they are all submissive. 

You think about it, you had to spend a lot of effort in that area just to solve the forces under Yin Tian 

Bao’s name, not to mention that this time you are dealing with the famous Hongmen’s 18 envoys!” 

Lin Mo pondered for a long time and thought that what the captain said was sort of reasonable. 

But what to do with these supplies? It was still a problem. 

“Hall Master, you are so powerful, you don’t have to go to that Guangde Hall to be a bare-bones 

commander ostracised by everyone, this Death Island Block 4 is so affluent, don’t you want to settle 

down here?” 

In the end, the captain was an old employee of the Hongmen, and the insider knowledge he had was far 

more than that of Lin Mo, a young man. 

In itself, apart from him, the bare-bones Hall Master, there was no one else in Guangde Hall, so he might 

as well stay here first and clean up the evil forces on Death Island before making his next move. 

And the balance of this batch of supplies would be enough for Lin Mo to use as capital to stay. 

“Old Captain, why should I listen to your plan? You have just finished coveting my Guangde Hall’s 

supplies in one foot, and you are kind enough to plot a way out for me in the next step, what is your 

intention?” 

“Hall Master Lin Mo! I am now in your hands, with your force, killing me is like an ant, what guts do I 

have to swindle you?” 

With these words, the captain immediately whipped out a sharp blade and prepared to cut off his own 

arm! 

Just as the sharp blade was about to injure the key tendons and veins, it was flicked off by Lin Mo with 

his internal strength. 

“No need to cut yourself, I believe you, keep your arm well, when you go out to sea, you will still need it 

to drive the ship.” 

Hearing that Lin Mo had forgiven himself, the captain knocked his head on the ground three times! 

“Hall Master has shown me a renewed kindness, from now on, this old life of mine will only follow Hall 

Master!” 

“You don’t have to call me Hall Master anymore on Death Island, just call me Mo Lin.” 

“I understand, Master! No, Mr. Molin! You can just call me Old He.” 



Lin Mo stood on a high place and looked at this prosperous Block 4, where people were earning millions 

a day just by doing some small business, while in other blocks, some people even lost their lives for a 

few hundred Maple Leaf coins. 

The world is so unequal and so real, so is China and so is Death Island, which is 10 million miles away …… 

“Block 4 is not the place for me to stay, Old He, since you have chosen this supply and wish to continue 

living here, you might as well hold on to the five tons of spices for me.” 

“Does Mr Maureen already have a plan for the next step?” 

“Yes. It is a great travesty to be a shifter and not give your life for peace and justice.” 

“It is true that there is still a lot of chaos on Death Island, but then again there is a lot of danger, Mr 

Maureen, let Old He accompany you there.” 

“There is no need, you are already old, so you should stay here to guard this side of the wealth for me 

and live out your days in peace.” 

“I promise you, Mr Maureen, but where are you going next?” 

“Next door, block three.” 

Old He looked at Lin Mo worriedly, “Block three, the most chaotic block on Death Island, uncontrolled, 

with various forces running rampant in the block ……” 

When you arrive there, it’s like being in a dragon’s den, outsiders can’t avoid it. 

“Good! Since Mr. Morin has already decided, old He will not say more. I have brought some maple leaf 

coins with me here, please take them, Mr. Molin, it will be easier to use them at hand.” 

Old He took out several piles of Maple Leaf coins from his undershirt, with denominations of 100,000 

million, a pile of 10 million, and some basic denominations of Maple Leaf coins. 

“Old He, that’s thoughtful of you.” 
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Lin Mo left by boat at Block 4 dock and headed for Dock 3. 

Just as he got off the boat, he saw a middle-aged man in broad clothes standing on the pier, followed by 

a few pawns. The man had a short beard neatly growing on his chin, and his eyes were paying attention 

to Lin Mo’s direction. 

Lin Mo thought that this was the owner of some restaurant or hotel on the pier, soliciting customers 

here. 

Unexpectedly, when Lin Mo walked over, the man came straight away with, “Pa*sing fee of 10,000 

maple leaf coins.” 



Lin Mo was speechless, but thinking that he was new to Block 3 and was very unfamiliar in all aspects, it 

was better not to cause any trouble first. 

Besides, the 10,000 crossing fee here was really nothing compared to the 100,000 temporary residence 

permit in Block 4 next door. 

Lin Mo took out ten maple leaf coins with a face value of one thousand from his pocket in his arms, and 

was ready to hand them to the middle-aged man. 

“This gentleman, don’t let him fool you, I’m the one in charge of this Pier 3, I’ll only charge eight 

thousand for the crossing.” 

Only to see a group of people coming from across the street, led by a fat man with a round beer belly, a 

bit like the black businessman Morton …… 

“I was the first to receive this customer, you just arrived and you want to steal from me?” 

“Then let’s see if this customer is willing to pay you that extra two thousand dollars!” 

“You …… give me a go!” 

The middle-aged man was unable to argue with the fat man, so he started to make his move. 

At once the two waves of people were tangled together like twisted twine, and it was difficult to 

separate them. 

“It’s really chaotic.” 

“Coming through.” Lin Mo raced straight past one side, ready to enter the block. 

“Brother, don’t fight! That customer ran away!” 

Hearing this, the two groups of people immediately stopped fighting and chased towards Lin Mo. 

“Don’t try to enter Block 3 without paying the toll!” 

The fat man tried to use his obese size to suppress Lin Mo, who didn’t look very fit. 

Lin Mo was a little impatient and flung twenty thousand maple leaf coins directly onto the ground, 

scattering green coins all over the place! 

“You guys split it in half.” Lin Mo left these words and walked away without looking back. 

The middle-aged man and the fat man finally couldn’t be bothered to fight and quickly came to the 

ground to pick up the money, and by the time they had picked up all the money, Lin Mo had also 

disappeared. 

“This kid is actually so rich, why don’t we rip him off?” The middle-aged man wiped his short beard to 

reveal a bad smile. 

“I can work with you, but let’s say in advance that it’s 50/50.” The fat man showed a greedy look on his 

face. 



The two men who had just been at loggerheads over the 10,000 toll had now turned enemies into 

friends and reached a cooperative relationship because of their common interests. 

It was late afternoon when Lin Mo entered the neighbourhood, and he just happened to see a hotel at 

the entrance to the neighbourhood, so he planned to stay there for the night. 

“Single room one thousand, double room two thousand, large bed room one thousand five, view room 

three thousand ……, which room type do you choose this gentleman?” 

The hotel receptionist was a young boy of about twenty years old, with a fairly good appearance. 

“One night for the view room.” Lin Mo handed the money to the boy. 

It wasn’t clear whether this third block was chaotic or not, but the various charges were still very 

reasonable. 

“Sir, room 608, this is your room card please take it, the room is sold without refund or exchange, please 

take care of your belongings, if there is any loss is not responsible.” 

It turned out that this hotel security was not in place, but Lin Mo didn’t mind. 

Entering inside the hotel, Lin Mo sort of understood why the price of the rooms here was so low. 

The hotel facade and the cashier’s front desk were very exquisitely decorated, although it was not as 

good as five-star quality, but at least it looked like a three-star hotel. 

The result was that the corridor was actually lit with primitive paraffin lamps, and the whole 

environment was dim. If it wasn’t for his own practice of the creation of the Jedi, with a pair of eyes that 

see the darkness as if it were day, he really would have been hit over the head. 

Lin Mo rea*sured himself that it was probably the style of this hotel to light paraffin lamps, but there 

was clearly not even a single wire on the walls to connect to the power supply. 

“Maybe the room is still nice, the most expensive room with a view.” 
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Lin Mo found room 608 with his night vision and used his room card to open it, the blinding light 

instantly illuminating the room. 

“I told you it wasn’t too bad.” 

Only to see that the walls around the large room were plastered with various scenic paintings, including 

sea views, forest scenes, animal worlds, and various flowers …… 

The funniest thing was that there was also a fake window plastered with the azure sea outside. 

It’s a real room with a view …… 

In any case, although the conditions were poor, the bed looked quite good, so Lin Mo didn’t think too 

much about it, so he just let it go for the night. 



When he intended to turn off the lights, he found that he couldn’t find the switch, but it didn’t take long 

for it to go out on its own. 

Lin Mo rolled over and the bed immediately squeaked with a painful groan. 

Then the light came on again! “There’s also the operation of installing sound-controlled lights in the 

bedroom.” 

No doubt about it, Lin Mo really thanked him! A cross-legged simply sat on the bed and cultivated the 

Creation Dictate. 

In the middle of the night, Lin Mo, who was still cultivating, heard a sound of fidgety footsteps 

approaching his room. 

So he stopped his cultivation and pretended to close his eyes to rest. 

The footsteps then entered the room, and Lin Mo’s very keen hearing discerned that they were the 

footsteps of two people. 

The footsteps were one deep and one shallow, and those who entered the room were a fat and a thin 

pair. 

As they came closer and closer to Lin Mo’s bed, trying to take the parcel away from the side of the bed, 

the two immediately wailed at the same time! 

At the same time, the sound-controlled lights were instantly shouted on and the two burglars and Lin 

Mo looked at each other face to face! 

It turned out to be the middle-aged man and the fat man from the pier. 

“What, 20,000 isn’t enough for your pa*sage fee?” 

Lin Mo stared at the two insatiable thieves and squeezed one’s wrist with one hand, making them 

unable to move at all. 

“Sir, we don’t dare to dare.” 

Lin Mo’s internal power was released with both hands, only to hear two crunching sounds, and both of 

them broke one wrist each! 

“Don’t you have three hands? Today I will break one of them for you.” 

Lin Mo let go of them and wiped his hands with a towel. 

“It’s because we were blind that we rushed into you. If you are willing to leave the two of us alive today, 

the two of us are willing to serve you.” 

“Who am I to believe you.” 

At these words, they suddenly exchanged glances and grabbed the parcel beside Lin Mo and tried to slip 

away! 

“Don’t be honest yet.” Lin Mo appeared at the door of the room with great speed and intercepted them. 



The two men were dumbfounded with the parcel, not expecting Lin Mo to be so fast! 

Only to see Lin Mo uncover a tile on the wall with his bare hands, which shattered into two halves and 

cut towards the two men’s thighs. 

With the blood soaking out of their legs, the two men fell to the ground and sat down, covering their 

wounds and wailing continuously. 

Lin Mo picked up the package and returned to the room. 

Having seen Lin Mo’s profound internal strength and force, and having their hands broken and their legs 

injured, the two men were now completely honest. 

“Sir, you shouldn’t blame us for laying hands on you, I’m sure you’ve heard about the chaos in this Block 

3 before you came, there’s a huge gap between the rich and poor in the block nowadays, without 

money to live here it’s hard to secure your life.” 

The middle-aged man explained to Lin Mo. 

“Then how did you know that I was staying at this hotel?” 

“That would be too easy, because I own this hotel.” 

The fat man also seemed to be proud of himself. 

“Any newcomer coming to Block 3 for the first time usually stays at this hotel of mine, which is 

affordable and close to the pier.” 

“Then please explain this view room and why there are sound-activated lights and fake windows?” 

The fat man didn’t dare to look up at Lin Mo. 

“Sir, as I said earlier, in order to cut costs and make more money by the way, I will immediately ask the 

front desk to refund you the money, just please let us go!” 

“Just pay for the room and forget about it? Have you forgotten about the daytime toll?” 

The two men immediately took out all the money they had with them, neatly arranged it and put it next 

to Lin Mo’s bed. 

“Sir, please also trouble you to move, I will change the room for you.” 
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The two men limped ahead covering their thighs and when they reached the eighth floor, the whole 

décor was very different. 

A couple of pretty waiters saw the boss limping in, his leg covered in blood, and immediately pushed the 

wheelchair over and were the first to call a doctor. 

“What’s wrong with you, boss? Why are you hurt so badly?” 



A woman in a black uniform suit asked in a panic. 

“Forget about me for now, go and arrange the best room for this gentleman right away!” 

“Yes, boss.” 

Lin Mo was taken to a presidential suite by the uniformed woman, followed by the fat man and the 

middle-aged man. 

“You go out first, we have something to say to this guest.” 

The uniformed woman walked out of the room with a worried look on her face. 

“Sir, if you have any more orders here, just say so, you will be our most important guest in the hotel 

from now on.” 

“I need to know the general situation of Block Three now.” 

“Although Block 3 is cut up by multiple forces, these forces are actually all from very different 

backgrounds, and no one can beat anyone, and no one is accustomed to seeing anyone. 

Let’s take the example of me and Curator Liu, we are evenly matched and both fancy the benefits of 

collecting the toll from the pier, the end result is whoever grabs it counts.” 

“Who is evenly matched with you? It’s obvious that my tavern is a bit bigger than your hotel!” 

The middle-aged man on the side was full of discontent. 

“Sir, don’t listen to his nonsense, my tavern is open right across from Boss Black’s, and although it’s only 

three floors in size, every place is solidly decorated. 

Unlike this black shop of theirs, which is lit by paraffin lamps from the second to the seventh floor, some 

of the rooms inside are even draughty on all sides and full of C*ckroaches.” 

It turned out that the middle-aged man was Liu, the tavern owner across the street from the hotel, and 

when he heard the hotel owner, Boss Black, say that he was evenly matched, Liu was immediately 

reluctant. 

“The wine in that tavern of yours, last time I even drank out my hair and nail caps, it’s not the alcohol 

mixed with bath water, right!” 

The two said and fought again, ignoring one wrist that had already been broken by Lin Mo and a thigh 

that was bleeding. 

The two black shops were a perfect match, but this was the “right” of the “right” of the “right”. 

Bang! 

The ceramic cup in Lin Mo’s hand was crushed, and the two finally quieted down. 

“Since the chaos in Block 3 started when I met you, I’ll start with you to rectify it. 

From this second onwards, I am the biggest senior of your two shops, do you have a problem with 

that?” 



“Agreed, it’s a blessing for us to have the shops under your jurisdiction.” 

If Lin Mo wanted to settle in Block 3 and always have the latest intelligence news, the prerequisite was 

that he needed to create a gathering place for news that was entirely his own. 

The two hotels and taverns were located at the largest crossroads near the pier, a perfect location. 

People arriving in Block 3 usually choose to eat and stay nearby, and there are no more competitive 

counterparts nearby. 

“You go down and prepare all the money and bring it to my room first thing in the morning. 

Don’t think of escaping, I’ve put poison in the wounds on your legs, if you don’t come to me with the 

money tomorrow, you will die.” 

The two men stared directly at each other with wide eyes, but they did not dare to complain in the 

slightest. 

Immediately after they came out of the room, the two men began to argue again. 

“This is great, you had some tawdry idea to kill him, and now he’s killed us both!” 

Boss Black was remorseful, today he had been happy to collect 10,000 in toll fees and sell a room with a 

view, happy with a 10,000 plus performance. 

Now not only had he lost all his money and gotten hurt, he had to give the hotel up with both hands. 

“My idea? Would what happened back there have happened if you hadn’t had to grab the toll with me?” 

Both men sat helplessly on the floor after pushing and complaining to each other. 

At that moment, the professional woman pushed her wheelchair and came over. 

“Boss, are you finished? The doctor has arrived to bandage your wounds and those of Curator Liu.” 
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“Just bandage me up, and as for Curator Liu, throw him out!” 

“No need to bother Shopkeeper Black, I’ll go on my own.” 

Curator Liu covered his thigh and walked out of the hotel door trembling, two waiters came immediately 

from the opposite tavern and helped him back. 

“Curator, we wanted to go into the hotel to pick you up, but this black-hearted hotel just wouldn’t let us 

in.” 

“It’s just that, until tomorrow everything is a different story, both their hotel and our tavern will have a 

new leader, and another power will be born in Block 3!” 

It was dawn. 

The two men each carried all their belongings to Lin Mo’s room. 



Heh! These two bosses really had a lot of private stash! 

Together, they had 80 million Maple Leaf Coins! It showed how much they usually ate people and made 

themselves out to be so poor. 

“Allocate ten million for one person, transform the tavern and hotel into the highest level of business in 

Block 3, replace all the wine in the tavern with century old wine, and create a high cla*s spa in the 

hotel.” 

“And what will the name be, sir?” 

“After me, of course, Maureen Mo.” 

“Yes, Boss Mo.” 

“Within three days, make sure it’s finished, or don’t want the antidote.” 

Three days? For such a large project, three months was more like it. 

Only the duo didn’t dare to disobey Lin Mo, otherwise they would really have to die if they couldn’t get 

the antidote. 

Next, the duo started recruiting engineers and architects with a lot of heavy money, and in no time, 

almost all the construction workers in Block 3 gathered here. 

The tavern and hotel began to be built on a large scale, creating both buildings on all fronts. 

Expensive and luxurious building materials were brought in in turn, and on the first day, the framework 

was built. 

On the second day, all the hard and soft furnishings were in place and a magnificent scene emerged. 

On the third day, the hotel’s dream-like spa pavilion was completed, with the tavern’s century-old wine 

and top chefs in place. 

“Boss, the renovation has been completed as you instructed, please go and inspect.” 

Lin Mo followed Boss Black into the front door of the hotel, only to see that the five-star configuration of 

the hotel was glorious and open, and when he walked into the lobby he was even dazzled by the crystal 

lights on the ceiling. 

Rows of beautiful young waiters lined up in two lines, and when they saw Lin Mo, they bent down in 

unison to greet him. 

When he walked into the room, the white soft bed, all silk fabric bedding, leather sofa, private parlor, 

entertainment office facilities are all available. 

“Well done, leaving it to someone with experience really saves your mind.” 

Lin Mo casually praised Boss Black, who rushed forward, “Boss, you are satisfied, can I have the antidote 

now?” 

“Have you set the price for these rooms?” 



Boss Black hurriedly handed the pricing list on the table to Lin Mo. 

“Single room 10,000, double room 20,000, large bed room 15,000, view room 30,000 ……” 

What a guy! Each room type had directly doubled ten times! 

“The pricing is slightly high, drop it a bit.” 

“Yes.” 

Then Lin Mo took out an antidote, and Boss Black couldn’t wait to take it and swallow it. 

In his heart, he thought to himself, now that he was relieved of the poison, he no longer had to be under 

Lin Mo’s control and planned to bolt while he had the chance. 

“I forgot to tell you, the antidote is divided into ten courses of treatment, taking it once every six 

months and ten capsules in five years, before the remaining poison is completely cleared.” 

Boss Black almost spurted a mouthful of old blood onto the floor. 

Then Lin Mo went across the street to the tavern to inspect the results. 

The lobby was decorated with sets of small-leaf rosewood dining tables and chairs, emitting a faint 

woody aroma, and further in was the wine display area. 

All kinds of vintage wines are available, as are wine gla*ses and stemware, and on the second and third 

floors there are seats in the VIP rooms. 

Lin Mo tried a few more small dishes for the wine, all of which tasted excellent. 

“This is for you.” Curator Liu respectfully took the antidote next. 

In fact, Lin Mo hadn’t poisoned the wounds at all, what they ate was just a flour dumpling that Lin Mo 

had casually rolled. 

“Tomorrow is the official opening, so the two owners should work hard to get customers.” 
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On the first day of its opening, the hotel tavern held a grand opening ceremony. 

Lin Mo instructed the two owners not to charge a penny on the opening day, and as a result, the tavern 

was full of guests during the day and the hotel rooms were full at night! 

The third block is full of people who love to take advantage of the prices, because the prices of these 

two shops are positioned in such a way that basically at least half of the people can’t afford to spend 

money normally. 

On the second day of opening, all the prices were restored and at least half the guests came less than on 

the day of opening. 

But it is this remaining half that is the stable clientele attached to the positioning of the shops. 



They were the wealthy merchants of the third neighbourhood or the heads of one of the powers, with 

sufficient financial means. 

At this moment, the tavern hall was full of people, and the smell of wine mixed with the smell of food 

was extraordinarily tempting. 

“Someone, come and help!” 

This urgent cry drew all the customers present to stop eating and come and watch. 

“Someone please come and save my husband, he just drank the wine from this tavern and suddenly 

fainted and turned blue ah ……” 

The crowd questioned, “Is there something wrong with this wine?” 

“Where is the owner of the tavern? It’s only been a few days since it opened and it’s already killing 

people!” 

The waiter hurriedly went to find Director Liu, who was horrified at the sight, this fainted was none 

other than one of the top powers in Block 3, the Tang Yuanzheng Tang clan leader! 

If he died in the tavern, the business would not be able to continue! 

“Hurry up and get Boss Molin, just say something big!” 

“What’s wrong?” 

The waiter was just about to go and look for it when he bumped into Lin Mo who had walked into the 

tavern. 

“You’re the big boss of this tavern? If Patriarch Tang’s life is lost here today, you’ll be waiting to be 

hacked to death by a chaotic sword!” 

Lin Mo ignored the boy who had come up and bitten off more than he could chew, and went straight to 

checking Tang Yuanzheng’s pulse. 

The customers of the tavern came to watch. 

“This boss is out of luck, I think this Patriarch Tang has no chance of survival.” 

“Don’t talk nonsense, can’t you see that this boss is checking Patriarch Tang’s pulse? Maybe he can be 

saved.” 

“He’s young, he’s just pretending, trying to take advantage of the opportunity to get rid of the charges.” 

Lin Mo probed this Tang Yuanzheng, his qi veins were blocked, his breathing was not smooth, and his 

five organs’ breath was disordered, so he should have been suffering from a coughing disease for many 

years. 

“Does the Tang patriarch suffer from a coughing disorder?” 

Lin Mo asked the young man next to the Tang patriarch. 



“The patriarch is suffering from a coughing disorder, but it’s not serious, and he became like this after 

drinking the wine from your tavern! There must be something wrong with your wine!” 

“Whether it’s the wine or not, the truth will naturally come out when he wakes up.” 

Lin Mo saw that the boy had put all the blame on the tavern without distinguishing between red and 

white, so he could only heal Tang Yuanzheng first before he could prove himself innocent in front of 

everyone. 

Lin Mo drew out his silver needle, which he had not used for a long time, and was about to pierce the 

important acupuncture points in Tang Yuanzheng’s lungs when he did not expect the boy to be very 

difficult. 

“You’re not trying to kill and silence me, are you? I think I’d better ask the Hui Chun divine doctor for 

Patriarch Tang to take a look.” 

“If you want your patriarch to die faster, then I won’t stop you.” 

Knowing the seriousness of the matter, the boy had to give up his position to allow Lin Mo to examine 

him. 

If anything really went wrong with Tang Yuanzheng, he was bound to die himself. 

Lin Mo continued to apply the needles, and before the crowd could distinguish the thickness and length 

of the silver needles, Lin Mo had already precisely stabbed three silver needles into the acupuncture 

points. 

After a gentle twist, along with a violent cough from Tang Yuanzheng, a mouthful of wine stuffed in his 

lungs and trachea was shaken out! 

Looking again, Tang Yuanzheng’s face was no longer blue and gradually regained its natural colour. 

“What a divine doctor! With just three stitches, he has brought Patriarch Tang back to life!” 

“I didn’t expect the owner of this tavern to know the art of healing!” 

After Tang Yuanzheng’s breath had smoothed out, he hurriedly thanked Lin Mo: “Just now, when I was 

drinking wine, my coughing problem happened to have broken out, and a cough choked the wine in my 

mouth into my windpipe. 

As a result, I was suffocating. Luckily, you saved me, otherwise my old bones would have died early!” 

Having received Tang Yuanzheng’s affirmation, the customers in the tavern all cast a different look at Lin 

Mo. 
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“Just explain it clearly, we are a proper tavern and will not harm anyone.” Lin Mo said. 

“It’s this little servant of mine who doesn’t know any better, I hope you will forgive him for once, he was 

also eager to save me.” 



And the little servant was groundless at this point, not daring to look at Lin Mo. 

“Just now I was unconscious, but my ears could still hear, if the tavern owner hadn’t saved me in time, I 

would have died! 

What’s the use of looking for that miracle doctor, just a little cough and he hasn’t cured it for half a year! 

What a quack!” 

The Tang patriarch was furious and educated the boy. 

“Patriarch, I was wrong, I was too young to know the divine doctor, so I delayed the treatment for you.” 

“Apologise to the divine doctor! Slap yourself and don’t stop if the divine doctor doesn’t forgive you!” 

The boy could only slap himself, and the arrogance in his eyes from earlier had disappeared. 

“I wonder what the divine doctor’s name is?” 

“My humble servant, Mo Lin.” 

Patriarch Tang looked at Lin Mo with an admiring face and tsked in praise, “Young, talented, proficient in 

medicine, and opening such a large Mo-style tavern hotel, what a heaven-sent wonder!” 

“Patriarch Tang overpraised me, I also relied on my two seniors, Boss Black and Curator Liu, to make the 

shop what it is.” 

Hearing Lin Mo’s words, Boss Black and Curator Liu at the side couldn’t help but straighten their backs, 

knowing that Lin Mo was praising himself in front of Patriarch Tang! What an honour that was! 

From now on, which power in Block 3 wouldn’t have to look at the two of them in a higher light. 

“Mo-style people are all good materials with a promising future.” 

Cough …… cough …… Patriarch Tang finished and coughed again. 

Seeing this, Lin Mo turned around and took a bottle of Chen Pi wine from the wine cabinet and poured it 

into a wine goblet, then took a small bottle out of his arms and put a drop into the Chen Pi wine and 

handed it to Tang Yuanzheng. 

“This is the cough wine I made based on your pulse just now, how about you try it?” 

Tang Yuanzheng took the wine goblet and drank it down, only to feel the heat in his stomach, quite 

comfortable. 

A few seconds later, the Chen Pi medicinal wine exerted its pharmacological effects in his body, opening 

up the blocked qi veins in Tang Yuanzheng’s lungs and internal organs, regulating and smoothing the 

breath of his five organs, and immediately stopped his cough. 

“God, I now just feel that my chest is no longer stuffy, my breathing is smooth and my throat is not 

uncomfortable.” 



Boss Black and Curator Liu secretly sighed in admiration, they didn’t expect that this Lin Mo was actually 

a divine doctor, now that he had cured Patriarch Tang’s coughing problem, they could follow suit, 

following the right leader could really save many years of effort! 

Lin Mo added a few more drops of medicinal liquid to the remaining Chen Pi wine and gave it to Tang 

Yuanzheng. 

“Patriarch Tang, you can take this bottle of medicinal wine back with you and drink a few cups of it every 

day to completely recover from your coughing problem.” 

“Thank you so much, little brother Molin! Please feel free to come to my Tang family’s estate as a guest, 

and I will be sure to offer you my hospitality!” 

After saying this, Tang Yuanzheng pulled out a black card from the leather bag he had with him and 

handed it to Lin Mo. 

“This is the Black Diamond Card of the Tang Family Zhuang Yuan, just show this card when you come, I 

will leave your business alone, see you next time!” 

Tang Yuanzheng took the Chen Pi medicinal wine and left the tavern contentedly. 

The onlookers once again let out a gasp of surprise, “What kind of super VIP treatment is this!” 

Boss Black and Curator Liu rushed closer to see that it was actually the Black Diamond Card that the 

Tang Family Chuang Yuan only gave out in a limited number of three! 

I heard that those who possessed this card could be equal in status to the Tang Clan Chief and share the 

same power. 

“Cough …… cough …… Boss Mo, may I ask if you can sell me a bottle of that Chen Pi medicinal wine that 

you made?” 

Only to see a wealthy merchant walking away from the onlooking guests, respectfully approaching Lin 

Mo. 

“There are not enough ingredients for the medicinal wine liquid today, so I may not be able to sell it to 

you.” 

Lin Mo felt apologetic, he had only casually filled a small half bottle of medicinal liquid on his person 

today and had just poured it all into Tang Yuanzheng’s wine in one go. 

“Boss Mo, I have plenty of money, please also make a bottle for me, I have been curing this old asthma 

for years but have never seen any improvement, I see that Patriarch Tang’s coughing problem is 

somewhat similar to mine, so I would like to ask for a bottle.” 
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The rich merchant’s attitude towards Lin Mo was very polite. 

“In that case, you can just come to the tavern tomorrow to pick it up.” 



“Thank you so much!” The rich merchant’s face showed joy. 

“Boss Mo, I’ll have a bottle too!” 

“And me too!” 

…… 

At once, the tavern was filled with customers who wanted Chen Pi medicinal wine, and Lin Mo 

instructed Curator Liu to record them one by one, and wait for him to unify the preparation before 

selling it. 

Towards evening, Curator Liu was still busy, the roster he had recorded in his hand was already ten 

centimetres thick! 

“Prosperous! Prosperous!” 

Curator Liu trembled as he handed the thick roster to Lin Mo. 

“I don’t know if these people really have a cough disease, or if they’re just following the trend to get 

together.” 

“Whatever! Boss Mo, let them buy it if they have the money!” 

Lin Mo glared at Curator Liu, who immediately put away his excitement from earlier. 

Lin Mo then picked up a pen and paper and prepared to write about purchasing the ingredients for the 

cough liquid. 

Luo Han Guo, Ephedra, White Herb, Licorice, and Semen …… 

When he reached the word half asia, Lin Mo couldn’t help but flinch and look up at the window. 

At that moment, all the good memories came flooding back to him, and his mouth kept murmuring, 

“Halfsia.” 

“Boss Mo, what’s wrong with Hanxia?” 

“Oh, it’s nothing, Han Xia is an important herb for coughing, it has the effect of drying phlegm and 

dampness, lowering rebellion and stopping vomiting, dispersing knots and calming asthma, so make 

sure you pick it carefully.” 

“Don’t worry about that, the quality of the medicine at Hui Chun Tang is particularly good.” 

“Hui Chun Tang, you mean that Hui Chun divine doctor who didn’t cure the Tang patriarch’s cough?” 

“That’s right, the Spring Return Hall is the medicine shop owned by the Spring Return Doctor. But ah 

today the patriarch Tang said he was a quack, so I guess no one will come to him anymore, they will all 

come to you!” 

Curator Liu was really good at kissing Lin Mo’s a*s. 

“Curator Liu, you go now and immediately follow this prescription and go purchase the ingredients for 

the cough relief liquid.” 



“Yes, Boss Mo.” 

After the herbs were purchased, Curator Liu handed them over to Lin Mo as they were. 

Lin Mo shut himself up in his room to prepare the Chen Pi medicinal wine, and within an hour, a large 

batch of medicinal wine had been prepared. 

“Boss Mo, you’re so efficient! I was going to go in and give you a hand.” 

“These medicinal wines are not all for coughing, there are also some for nourishing the stomach, 

refreshing the mind and tonifying the kidneys …… Guests can buy the medicinal wines they really need. 

But the main medicinal wine is the same cough medicine wine of the Tang patriarch, renamed as Half 

Summer Wine.” 

“Boss Mo is really a business genius! I’m on my way!” 

While the tavern was closed, Curator Liu and the waiter replenished Lin Mo’s newly developed Half 

Summer Wine and other types of medicinal wines to the wine display area, just waiting for tomorrow’s 

big sale! 

As a result, before dawn the next day, a long queue formed at the entrance of the tavern. 

At this point Boss Black came bubbling over from the hotel with a face of excitement to tell Curator Liu. 

“Mr. Liu, the word of Boss Mo’s medicinal wine spread throughout Block 3 yesterday, and those guests 

came to stay at my hotel directly after eating at the tavern, all thinking they could grab the wine early 

this morning. 

The hotel was full last night, and there were still a lot of people who booked rooms and slept in the 

hotel lobby when they couldn’t.” 

“I said why did these guys come so early, it turns out they are staying directly across the street. Looking 

at the row, the amount of medicinal wine is obviously not enough.” 

The two of them, Boss Black and Curator Liu, looked like they had made a fortune. 

“Curator Liu, open the door earlier, look we’ve been waiting all night!” 

“Yes! We signed up in advance yesterday!” 

At once the guests all started shouting, and Boss Black and Curator Liu decided to open the doors early. 

The waiters kept order while Black and Liu sold, and in no time the rows of wine cabinets were sold out 

of medicinal wine! 

The customers at the back of the queue simply bought other drinks in the shop because they couldn’t 

buy the medicinal wine. 

As a result, the tavern was already empty before opening hours, all sold out, and had no choice but to 

close for restocking. 
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Within a few days, the reputation of the Mo-style tavern’s medicinal wines, especially the half-summer 

wine, spread far and wide throughout the third district. 

The limited daily production of the half summer wine made many wealthy merchants rush to the hotel, 

and the hotel benefited from the good business of the tavern, with rooms fully booked several days 

early every day. 

Lin Mo and Black Liu decided to continue to expand their operations and build Mo’s business empire as 

the next step. 

On this day, Curator Liu went to Hui Chun Hall to buy the herbs for the Half Summer Wine as usual. 

“Why did you come in person again? For a big shot like you, just send a waiter to let you know and I will 

arrange for the herbs to be delivered to you. It’s too degrading for you!” 

“Doctor Hui Chun, you also know that the Half Summer Wine is the same medicinal wine as the Tang 

Clan Chief, so if anything goes wrong, the entire Mo’s Hotel and Tavern will suffer a loss.” 

“You are making too big a deal out of it, don’t you trust the medicinal materials of my Hui Chun Hall? 

You are in a different position now, and the director of the Mo’s group has taken the top credit for the 

development of the group to what it is today. 

If you are still working as a waiter every day, it means that Boss Mo has never given you a higher 

regard!” 

Liu curator was so confused by the Hui Chun physician’s compliments that he felt his stature had indeed 

become extraordinary, and now even a medicine shop physician could see that he was still diligently 

serving the front line. 

A fall in stature indeed! 

“Physician Hui Chun, you have rather put me straight today, how about this, I have other important 

things to do today, so I won’t wait here for you to equip the herbs, you can then just deliver the herbs 

directly to Mo’s Tavern at the pier.” 

“Good, don’t worry, I’ll deliver it to you in a moment.” 

Liu stroked his neatly-knitted beard on his chin and swaggered out, while Dr. Huichun of the pharmacy 

was looking like a villain. 

In the herbs equipped for the half summer wine, the Hui Chun physician replaced the half summer with 

Tian Nan Xing. 

Although these two herbs have different names, they are very similar in appearance and taste, but their 

efficacy is a thousand miles away. 

The two herbs were similar in appearance and taste, but their effects were very different. Moreover, 

Tian Nan Xing and Bai Bai Bai Zi in the pharmacy were incompatible, so taking them together would 



aggravate coughing, and long-term use would lead to a deficiency of Qi and blood, making them 

bedridden. 

Lin Mo could not see the difference for a while, but by the time the guests had consumed it for a long 

time and found that their coughing problems had worsened, it would be too late! 

By that time, the entire Mo’s would have collapsed in a sea of curses. 

As he thought of this, Dr. Hui Chun thought that the game he had set up was perfect! 

Ever since Lin Mo had come to Block 3, his own reputation had been tarnished because of Patriarch 

Tang’s remark about quackery, and no one came to him for treatment anymore. 

Now he could only rely on Mo’s Tavern’s supply of half-summer wine herbs as the only source of income 

for the medicine shop. 

This made Dr Hui Chun hold a grudge against Lin Mo and had always wanted to take the opportunity to 

bring down Lin Mo’s shop. 

This time he had to seize the opportunity firmly, and with Lin Mo defeated, he would return to his 

former glory. 

Dr. Hui Chun personally delivered the tampered herbs to Mo’s Tavern, and the waiter was still amazed 

as to why it wasn’t Director Liu who delivered them today. 

The waiter was still surprised as to why the herbs were not delivered today. Dr. Hui Chun explained that 

it was Mr. Liu who had entrusted him to deliver them. 

The waiter didn’t ask any more questions, took the herbs and was about to send them to the tavern 

where the medicinal solution was developed. 

Lin Mo had already taught a few reliable pharmacists to make the recipe for the half summer wine, so as 

long as Lin Mo did not go to inspect it, with the level of those pharmacists they would not find any 

problems with the herbs. 

After watching the herbs being sent in smoothly, Dr. Hui Chun was still unsure, in case Lin Mo went in, 

he would be exposed and could only wait until all the half summer wine was finished before leaving. 

He simply sat down at the tavern and ordered a table of food, so that if Lin Mo did go in, he could find a 

way to distract him. 

Soon, the faulty half summer wine was processed and ready to be put into the wine cabinet for sale. 

At this time, Lin Mo was inspecting the wine cabinet, and Dr. Hui Chun was not afraid, after all, Lin Mo 

would not detect any abnormality in the wine that was put into the bottle. 

 


